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Atlanta’s Dedicated Hair
Replacement Experts
Client-centered hair loss specialists. We
care about the quality of your hair and
your life.

When you walk into our studio you will
not find a doctor's office waiting room
or white lab coats, and that is all by
design. You won’t find a waiting room,
because we don’t want you to wait.
You are not going to find signs outside
or on our door because privacy is
paramount and no one else needs to.

You are our focus, and in our studio, it’s all about you. Providing you with the
best possible experience is our top priority. Throughout your experience with us,
you can expect exceptional professional service in an atmosphere that is discreet,
friendly, and relaxed.

We have decades of experience and a widespread reputation for excellence. We
realize this decision is deeply personal, and we are excited to join you in this lifechanging transformation.

(770) 642-6003
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Meet the Image Maker
SHANNON WRIGHT —
FOUNDER AND CEO
Shannon’s priority is client comfort. She
wants each client to have peace of mind
when they choose Absolute Image. We
know most clients have unsuccessfully tried
countless attempts at hair restoration. We
want the search to end with us.
Shannon believes hair replacement shouldn’t
be one-dimensional. Instead, she uses her
vast industry and hair restoration knowledge
to offer a personalized approach. She
stays on the leading edge of new technologies and products to bring multiple
treatment options to clients.
Absolute Image Consulting revolutionizes hair replacement with this inclusive
approach. It’s not about advancing a product or brand. Instead, we put the
client first.
Benefit from a commitment to excellence and creativity that produces
outstanding results.

When a person walks into my studio, my first goal is
ensuring their comfort and peace of mind.
From day one, I want to earn people’s trust and ultimately
make them look better than they ever dreamed possible.
SHANNON WRIGHT
(770) 642-6003

Founder and CEO, Absolute Image
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Types of Hair Loss –
Your Unique Hair Loss Experience
At Absolute Image Consulting, we understand the personal nature of hair loss.
It isn't simply about your cosmetic image. It ties to your health and quality of life.

Determining the reasons behind your hair loss informs the best way to proceed
with treatment. While we help clients restore their appearance with personalized
hair replacement treatment, we recommend working with your healthcare provider
to determine the cause of the hair loss.

Your health matters! We want you to receive a comprehensive approach to hair
loss. The goal? To look and feel your best.

(770) 642-6003
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What Is Hair Loss?
Hair loss can be temporary or permanent. In addition, hair loss sometimes relates
to an underlying medical condition such as thyroid disease, diabetes, or other
common conditions.

In most cases, hair loss occurs because of
genetics and due to aging.

The causes of hair loss are many and varied.
Some common causes include:

(770) 642-6003

Ý

Genetic factors

Ý

Hormonal changes

Ý

Medications

Ý

Chemotherapy treatments

Ý

Stress

Ý

Diet

Ý

Illness

Ý

Injury

Ý

Medical procedures

Ý

Trauma

Ý

Environmental factors

Ý

Other or unexplained
factors
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Types of Hair Loss
ANDROGENETIC ALOPECIA
As the most common type of hair loss, androgenetic alopecia is
hereditary and impacts millions of men and women in the United
States. Male pattern hair loss and female pattern hair loss fall under
this category.

MALE PATTERN HAIR LOSS
Male pattern hair loss typically begins during adolescence and
progresses throughout adulthood. Men lose hair in different patterns.
Some people lose it gradually while others lose it suddenly. Most men
with male pattern hair loss experience gradual thinning of their hairline
and crown. They usually notice hair loss first on the sides of their
heads and then on the top. Some men develop a receding hairline.

FEMALE PATTERN HAIR LOSS
Generally, female pattern hair loss occurs gradually, starting around
age 20 to 30. Women tend to lose hair from the crown area of
the head, especially in the front. Hair loss usually doesn't occur on
the sides. The remaining hair becomes finer and shorter as the hair
continues to fall out. Female pattern hair loss rarely leads to total
baldness.

(770) 642-6003
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TELOGEN EFFLUVIUM
Telogen Effluvium usually starts from a medical trigger, like a health
issue, vitamin deficiency, or medication. This type of hair loss occurs
when hair follicles enter a resting phase, causing the existing hair
to fall out and pausing new growth. Often, the condition resolves;
however, some people experience chronic hair loss.

ANAGEN EFFLUVIUM
Chemotherapy causes anagen effluvium; however, other medical
treatments can also contribute to this type of rapid hair loss. The hair
usually grows back when treatment ends.

ALOPECIA AREATA
Hair loss occurs due to an autoimmune response where the immune
system attacks hair follicles. Both children and adults can experience
alopecia areata, which also impacts other hair growth, like eyebrows
and eyelashes.

TINEA CAPITIS
Tinea Capitis is a fungal infection that leads to hair loss in children.
Typically, the hair falls out in circular patches. Antifungal medication
can remedy the condition. Once resolved, the hair usually regrows.

(770) 642-6003
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TRICHOTILLOMANIA
Trichotillomania occurs when a person compulsively pulls out their
hair. Treatment usually includes psychotherapy. Once the compulsive
behavior stops, hair typically grows normally again. Some people
experience long-term hair loss.

CICATRICIAL ALOPECIA
As a rare type of hair loss, cicatricial alopecia causes permanent hair
loss. Also known as scarring alopecia, the condition occurs when
inflammation kills hair follicles and scar tissue forms.

Types of cicatricial alopecia include:
Ý Lichen Planopilaris
Ý Discoid Lupus Erythematosus
Ý Folliculitis Decalvans
Ý Dissecting Cellulitis of the Scalp
Ý Frontal Fibrosing Alopecia
Ý Central Centrifugal
Cicatricial Alopecia

(770) 642-6003
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HAIR SHAFT
ABNORMALITIES
Hair shaft abnormalities
impact the strands
of hair. First, the hair
strands weaken and
become thinner. Then,
they become more likely
to break. Adjusting
hair care routines can
correct the issue.

Types of hair shaft
abnormalities include:
Ý

Loose Anagen
Syndrome

Ý

Trichotillomania

Ý

Traction Alopecia

HYPOTRICHOSIS
Patients with this rare genetic condition are usually bald by age 25. Hair usually
starts to fall out a few months after birth.

(770) 642-6003
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Men’s Hair Loss Solutions –
Restore Your Confidence
Hair loss is personal.
Therefore, you need a
salon that understands the
sensitive nature of hair
replacement services. We offer
compassionate service at our
private hair salon. Relax in our
comfortable, state-of-the-art
hair replacement studio.

You’ll receive the best possible
solutions based on your
lifestyle, condition, and desires.
Our client-centered hair loss
experts put you first.

(770) 642-6003
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Hair Replacement Process
for Men
Absolute Image provides a different kind of hair replacement.
We believe each person deserves a personalized approach
to restoring their appearance. We offer a range of hair replacement
solutions using the latest technology.

Gone are the days when the only options were
a shaved head or poorly executed replacement hair.
Instead, our clients enjoy the confidence
of integrated hair solutions that blend seamlessly.

You can enjoy the activities you love without worry.
Ý

Hair Consultation – We begin with a hair consultation to evaluate your
unique hair loss and discuss your desires and goals.

Ý

Treatment Plan – We develop a custom treatment plan using our
advanced hair replacement solutions.

Ý

Hair Placement – When ready, we transform your appearance with hair
replacement techniques, using one or more hair replacement options.

Ý

At-Home Care – You’ll receive clear instructions on how to care for
your hair at home, including shampooing, styling, and other maintenance
guidance.

Ý

Follow Up – We schedule ongoing maintenance appointments to refresh
your hair and ensure the hair replacement system looks its best.

(770) 642-6003
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Common Men’s Hair Loss FAQs
WHAT IS MALE PATTERN HAIR LOSS?
Hair loss happens for a variety of reasons. Finding the right hair replacement
solution requires understanding the science behind each type of hair loss.
Hair loss can happen to anyone, male or female. However, men and women
typically experience hair loss differently.
The clinical name for all pattern hair loss is androgenic alopecia. According to
the Mayo Clinic, men usually experience male pattern baldness on the top and
front of the head. Each person’s experience is unique to them, and balding
may occur in different patterns and timelines.

HOW TO MEASURE MEN’S HAIR LOSS?
The Norwood scale classifies male pattern baldness using easy-to-reference
images to indicate the various stages of hair loss. Men usually experience hair
loss over several decades in similar patterns. The Norwood scale breaks down
the hair loss patterns into seven stages.
The tool provides a reference point to diagnose the extent of baldness and
inform treatment plans. We evaluate our client’s current hair loss and offer
solutions that can adapt to ongoing hair loss.

(770) 642-6003
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Women’s Hair Loss Solutions
Renewed Beauty
Hair loss can
create feelings of
insecurity and grief.
For women, hair
loss impacts more
than appearance.
It robs your power
to express your
style and walk
confidently through
life.

You do not need to suffer alone. Absolute Image Consulting empowers women
with compassionate hair replacement solutions. Take back control of your hair.

You’ll receive personalized solutions to match your lifestyle, condition, and goals.
We put your needs first!

(770) 642-6003
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Hair Replacement Process
for Women
Hair extensions have been around for
decades. Yet, not all hair extensions offer
seamless or natural results. In fact, some
hair extensions can lead to more hair loss
and damage.
You deserve hair solutions that protect
your existing hair while promoting fullness
and function. We use only the best hair
replacement products to create luxurious
and natural-looking results.
We tailor your hair replacement plan to
fit your unique needs. We can combine
treatment solutions to address your level
and type of hair loss.
Ý

Initial Hair Consultation – We start each new hair restoration journey with a
consultation to learn more about your needs. We create solutions based on
your condition, lifestyle, and hair goals.

Ý

Treatment Plan – You’ll receive a custom hair replacement plan incorporating
specific products and methods to achieve your desired appearance.

Ý

Hair Placement and Styling – We place the hair replacement products using
the best techniques. Then, we blend the replacement hair into your natural
hair, including cutting, coloring, and styling.

Ý

At-Home Care – You’ll receive clear instructions on how to care for your hair
at home. The home care plan includes guidance for washing, styling, and
maintaining your hair.

Ý

Follow Up – We schedule ongoing maintenance appointments to refresh your
hair and ensure the hair replacement system looks its best.

(770) 642-6003
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Common Women’s Hair Loss FAQs
WHAT IS HAIR LOSS FOR WOMEN?
Often, people think of men when discussing hair loss. Yet, countless women
also suffer from hair loss for various reasons. Female hair loss frequently
occurs due to hormonal issues. Many women find successful hair restoration
with treatment.
Even with treatment, some women don’t recover the fullness they desire. Also,
some women have genetic hair loss or other conditions where treatment fails
to regrow lost hair. In these cases, hair replacement gives women an effective
alternative.

HOW TO MEASURE WOMEN’S HAIR LOSS?
The Ludwig scale classifies the degree and stages of women’s hair loss.
The scale works as a resource to measure hair loss and develop the best
treatment plan. We use the tool to evaluate the current degree of loss and
the potential for future hair loss.
The Ludwig scale includes three classifications based on the severity of the
loss, including mild, moderate, and advanced levels. We adapt our treatment
when hair loss advances to offer ongoing coverage.

(770) 642-6003
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Before and After Gallery
Join our list of clients
no longer worried about thinning hair or a receding hairline.

(770) 642-6003
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Client Testimonials
Join our other clients who’ve found restored confidence and vigor with hair
replacement care from Absolute Image Consulting.

“Shout out to Shannon and Burt for restoring my confidence and
smile when I see my hair!

making me actually

It has truly been a great experience so far and they are an

amazing team. So happy I found them online and gave it a try. I feel so welcome and
comfortable every time I am in their salon.

They are both dedicated and passionate.

I am looking forward to a future of beautiful hair and inwardly confidence that I have
never experienced before! Thank you!”
Michelle S

“If you do your research like I did, you'll soon find there really is no competition. Absolute
Image is the absolute best. From my first consultation with Shannon and Bert, I could
sense their passion for what they do for others like me and knew I was in good hands.
They made it so easy and enjoyable going through the process and I have never felt
better about how I look. My only regret is not looking into it 10 years ago.
For anyone suffering from thinning or balding hair, I can't stress this enough...don't wait!
At least schedule a consultation. What Shannon does can only be described as magic. I
had never done anything like this before, so I put my trust in her completely and I'm so
glad I did. Her gift has changed my life, she is an artist/scientist/miracle worker. Thank
you Shannon and Bert!”
Jarrett H.

“Shannon is at the top of the Hair System business. In my opinion as a 20 year hair
system participant, her expertise and innovative approach bypasses all others in the
business today. I would definitely encourage others to reach out to Absolute Images for
a consultation. You will not be disappointed.”
J.B.

(770) 642-6003
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THE ART OF HAIR REPLACEMENT

Transform Your Hair
and Your Life
Improve your confidence and quality of
life. Hair replacement unlocks the door
to the think natural looking hair of your
dreams. Start your journey today!

Schedule a FREE hair consultation
to explore your customized hair
replacement options.

(770) 642-6003

